What They Say
�

Most of our business is repeat business. When we ask our clients why they keep calling, their answers
prove that our approach works. Our clients tell us that their experience working with our firm is
different. Here is what they say:
Executive VP – Fortune 100 Company
“I have worked with all the top firms in D.C. and Stein Mitchell is a cut above. The dedication, creativity,
judgment and teamwork they bring to the table has impressed me since our first day working
together. They give me the impression that I am their only client and I wish that were true!”

"THE WISE ONES"
- Washingtonian

President and Managing Partner of Private Equity Firm
“We manage more than $3 billion in capital commitments, and Stein Mitchell handles all litigation for
our portfolio companies. They have consistently achieved outstanding results and have become a
valued partner. When we encounter a new legal challenge, I know my first call.”

"FIRST-TIER Law Firm in Washington D.C."
- US News & World Report

Litigation General Counsel, Fortune 25 "Most Important Private Company"
I cannot recommend this firm more highly. Stein Mitchell was our lead counsel in a major arbitration
brought by a Fortune 100 energy company, seeking more than $2 billion in damages, and represented
by one of the most well-regarded litigation firms in the world. The claims concerned an incredibly
complex and challenging project, with first-of-a-kind technology executed at a ground-breaking
scale. When the dispute evolved, it was similarly complex, out-sized, serious and reputationthreatening.
With all of these challenges, the Stein Mitchell team could not have delivered a better result: a
complete victory for our company. They brought leadership, excellent client communication, strategic
thinking of the highest level, creative and energetic legal analysis and – most importantly – credibility
to bear at all phases of the dispute. The sustained commitment and effort to winning the matter was
based on doing everything better than the other parties – from understanding the underlying project
and complex technology to dealing with every company witness with respect and understanding. The
firm represented the company throughout the dispute with integrity and service of the highest quality.

"Legendary As The Small Firm That Takes On Big Cases."
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